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'ATTITUDES, the DISADVANTAGED, and VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

Literature and research considered relevant to this

study are presented, in thred major sections. These sect/0nd,

are as fgliowsi

1. Literature related to attitu'e theory, attitude

development and Change, attitudes and school achievemerit,

and attitudes and'their relationship to behavidr.

2.,Literature related to disadvantaged youth.

3. Literature related-to attitudes toward.voca-

tional education.

I .

Attitudes

To understand the tdrm "attitude," the following

1

definitions are presented:

An attitude is a mental and neural state of readi-
ness., organized through experience, exerting a direc-
tive,or dynaMIC influence upon the individual's
response :to all objects 'and situations .with which it.
is related. ,(Allport, 1967, p. 8)

A ?,earned implicit response that varies in intsn-
city and tends, to "mediate" or guide an irMiyidual's
more overt evaluative responses, to an object or con-

, cept. 1Fishbein,-1967, p. 389)

,,A.relatively'enduking system of evaluative, affec-
tive reactions based upon and reflecting the evaluative
concepts of beliefs-Which have been learned about the
characterietids of,a social object or Blass of social
objects. thaw i Wright, 1967, p. 3)

I
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An attitude is 4 set,.of interrelated predisposi-
tions to respdhd.' ( Rokeach, 1972, p. 119)

lill

An implicit, drive producing response considered

tcially. significant in the individual's society.b, 1967, p. ,43)

An attitude is an idea charged with emotion which
predisposes a' clash of actions to.a particular class
of social situations'. (Triandis, 1971, p. 2) )

Attitude, are learned predispositions to respond to
an object in a favorable way'. (Fishbein,'1967, p. 257)

A state of readineii, a tendenCy'to 'act or react in
a certain manner when confronted with certain stimuli.

. (Oppenh027"141,66, p. 104)
-

Although there is, no doubt, a definition for atti-

tude for every author who has written about attitudes,

there are certainicommunalities within eachlefiilition:

Khan Ind Weiss (1973) point out:

Despite*the many ways in which attitudes are
defined, the communality imong,the'various definitions
is illustrated by noting'that attitudes are splec-
vtively acquired And integrated through learning and
experience; that-they are enduring'dispositions indi-
cating response consistercy; and that positive-9 nega-
tive affect to and a social or psychological object
represents he isalient characteristic of an attitude.
(p. 761)

dP,

Put moie simply, an attitude could'be defined as a learned,

enduring, consistent predisposition to,respond in a certain

4.

manner toward an attitude object.

Many attitude theorists suggest that attitudes are

comapsed of three major components:- 'affective, cognitive,

d behavioral (Bdrg, 1471; Rokeasch 1972'; lriandis, 1971).

The affective component may be described as the
w

ual's feeling or emotion about the'attitude object, the:

r
cognitive component consists of the individtal's knowledge

.4.
t *
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about the attitude object, and the behavio141 component is
. .

the individual's predisposition to action.

Still others believe in the unidimensional approach

which describes An attitude as the tendency to evaluate an

object or construct in positive or negative terms. The

definition provided by Thurstone (1946) illustrates this

approach:

The intensity of positive or negative affect for or
against a psychological object: A psychological object
is any symbol, person,, phrase, slogan, or idea toward
which ceople.can differ as regards positive ortnegative
affect. (p. 3?) - r

Attitils are said to be evaluative and to have an object.

Attitudes serve a. very important function for

people in that they help us to adjust to our environment

by providing a certain amount of predictability and by

making it easier to.get along with. others' who have similar

attitudes. People have attitudes because they:

a) help them understand the world around them', by

organizing and simplifyinV a vety complex input from
their' environment; b) pirotect their self-esteem, by
making'it possible for tillem to avoid unpleasant truths
about themselves; c) hell them adjust in a complex
world, by making it more likely that they will react
so as to maximize theirarewards from the environment;
and d) allow them to express their fundamental values.
(Triandis, 1971, p. 4)

Shaw and Wright (1967) identify six characteristics

that may help.to describe the nature of attitudes:

'1. Attic des are based upon evaluating concepts ')

chiracteristics of the referent' object and
gi rise to motivated behavior.

2. Attitudes are construed as varying in quality
and intensity (or strength) on a continuum from posi-
tive through neutral to negative.

3. Attitudes are learned,'rather than being innate

5
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or a result of constitutional developmentland matura-
Von.

4. Attitudes have,specilic social refekents, or
specific classes thereof.

5. Attitudes poisess varying degrees of inter-
relatedness to one another.,

6. Attitudes are relitivly stable and enduring.
(pp. 6-9)

Scott (1968) identifies eight 'characteristics of
r ,

attitudes that can be peasured. Thy are summarized as

follows: !

1. Direttion--indicating positive or negative feel-
ings regarding an object.

2. Magnitude- -the degree of favorableness or
vorableness.

3. Intensity-the "strength ofofeeling" associated
with the attitude.

4. Ambivalericea situation ih which the subject
has bothfavorable and unfavorable attitudes.

5.0Silience/Centrality-=the prominencq of an tti-
tude, i.e., one by which an individual guides a major

la

proportion of his/hei behavior. /'

. i 6. Affective Salience--refers tohtw emotional an
individual becoldes about a particular attitude.

. 7, Flexibilitythe ,ease. with which an attitude can'
be varied; or modified.

8. Imbeddedness- -the degree of isolation versus
connectedness (With other attributes of in attitude).

She c'SAsee from .this list that it would be difficult to

*
operationalize'tbeAeasurement of attitudes consideririg all

4

.of,the above, characteriatics. In the literature, the
- tm

4
JP'

greatest attention haS beengiven.to the direction of the
.1. 1

- \ .

attitude'and its, magnitude (or intensity).
4

',Recognizing that attitudes are a learhed response

toward an attitude objedt- we must realize that as educatoks

we influent_ ng stddemt!s-affecfive and cognitive

lattitule.components:: Bedads4 at,titudes can be positive or4
negatiVA:it is Importipt for educators to fearn what a
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student's attitudes toward an a ttitude object are, how they
0

0
1

. are affecting these attitudes, and how positive attitudes

can be nurtured. To learn how we.are influencing their

attitudes, we must learn the direction and magnitude of

these attitudes.
1

Ill this study, the researcher will attempt' to,

deteghine the direction and magnitude of the attitude'

toward vbtational education.

Attitude Development and Change

Attitudes devillop quite early in childhoodas a

result of interaction-with others, experiences,' and formal

learning. As early as age one, child is capable of

affective responses toward attitude objects. These
0

responses are generally approach-avoidance responses
U

toward persons, objects, and situations. Theoridts hypOth-

esize a,rapid growth of attitudes during infancy and child-

hood with less rapid growth in adolescence and small Changes

in of (Khan & Weiss, 1973; Remmers, 1954)

Almost all writers, no matter what their bias,
agree that attitudes are learned. If this is so./ then
the learning, retention, and decline oanattitude are
no different from the learning cif a skill, a piece' of
prose, or =a set of nonsense syllables; (Doob, 1967,
p. 42).

Morrissette. (1958) h as sftwn that one'forms attitudes that

are consistent with one'sOther feelings and information.

Festinger, Riecken, and Schachter (1956) showed that ohe'd

attitudes are consistent with one's perceptioriof

kehild entering school has alieacry acquiied'

7
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desirable and undesirable attitudes: One of the major tasks .

of the school becomes, one of changing undesirable attitudes,
s

reinforcing desirable.ones, and providing learning experi-

ences for the dev4lopment of new attitudes (Khan & Weiss,

1973).

If attitudes are learned, then attitudes should be

capable of being changed. AccOrding to Fish1ein's (1967)

theory, on the relations between beliefs and attitude,.

attitude change will occur when: (1) an individual's
beliefs-about.an object change and/or (2) when the
evaluative aspect of beliefs about an object change.
It should be-noted that beliefs abdt an object may, s

change in two ways: (1) new beliefs may be learned,
that is, new concepts ,may' be related to the attitude
object, new stimulus-response associations may be
learned arid.(2) the strength of already held beliefs
may change, that is,, the position of beliefs in the
habit-family hierarchy may be altered

amount andor negative, reinforceKent. .. . : The amount and direc-
.tion of attitude change will be a function of il) the

dividual's initial attitude and, thus the number,.
strength, and evaluative aspects of his salient
beliefs, and (2) the number, strength, and evaluative
aspects of the new beliefs he leapns. (p. 397)

Two types of attitude change have been identified by Kretch,

Crutchfield, and Ballachey (1962). An attitude change -is

congider4d "congruent," if the change is in the direction of

the existing attitude and "incongruent" if the change is

in the direction opposite the existing attitude. They

hypothesize that it is more diffiCult to produce an incon-

gruent change than a congruent c ge.' The extent /o which

a person's attitudei-are changes depends largely on how

they were acquired and their immediate relationship to the

person. Attitudes based on hope or religious training and
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those that involve seif-perceftions are generally more

stable and therefore more difficult to change'than atti-

tudes toward objects ,not related to one's self (Bloom,

1964) .

Triandis (1971) sums up a discussion of attitude

chAnge as follows:
'

In order to-ctiange.someone'd attitudes, it is _a -good
idea to analyze the functions they play and to adjust
your strategy accordingly. Attitude change is a little
like theacinethe same therapy is not prescribed for
all ailments; nor is the Ome approach used for every
ttitude to be changed: (p. 144)

Weisman (1976) , in a discussion concerning the retention of

special_groups in vocational-education, suggests that atti-

tude change is not something that'can be, accomplished

eesily or independently of training. He states:

Cultural" attitudes toward school, learning in general,
or particular subjects influence student achievement.
The process of modifying attitudes is difficult, so it
is not suggested that attitudes be treated first_and
then the training be given. It is suggested instead
that those attitudes that .students already hold be
utilized, in terms of vocational goals, by tying
remediation to these goals.) (pp. 233-234)

Recognizing that attitudes are developed early in

childhood and that they are the result of many interactions

and experiences should make educators aware that they are

not easily changed. That there'is possibility of change

should provide the encouragement necessary.to make that

,change. Knowing the attituded of youth'toward vocational

education can aid educators to make sound educational

I

A 4

chOices concernins vocational programs,

9
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attitudes to 'academic success with the primary rationale

8,

.

,r' Attitudes and School Achievement
. ,.-

. N
'Many researchers have studied the relatibnship of

.

being that since attitudes lendthemselyeSto modification,

positive findings could provide the basid for applying

treatments that would assist in bringing about this change

(Khan & Weiss, 1973). Brodin (1964) compared the.achieve-
4

merit of 505 students who had been classified as either

satisfieior dissatisfied with school. His investigation

showed that the satisfied group perforeed better on educa-

tional tasks and tests of academic skills than the dis-
.

satisfied group.

Khan and Weiss (1973) state that the

relationship between favorable scholastic attitudes '
and level of academic achievement%is functional rather
than causal--that is, academic success helps to Oromote
'satisfaction w4th school, which inturn increases the
possibility of future success. (p. 770)

\ Khan (1969) , in tudy of 428 male and 456 female - ninth-

grade students, ound a correlation of .48 to .59 and .62

and .69, respeCtively, between student attitudes and sev-'

eral achievementmeasures. ,In another study &

Roberts, 1969), when stendaLized achievement scores, in

10

vocabulary, spelling, and arithmetic were correlated with

a survey of study habits and attitudes, multiple correla-
I

tions of .44 and .54 werefound. In interpreting these

results one must note that while a relationship has been

shown it does not indicate direction of causality.

4
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°AttitUdes and Their Relationship
to- Behavior

4

Attitudes are'often measured ih educatiOnal

research becaute of'their possible predictive value (Borg

& 1971i. How someone feeis" about *something. mai or

A may not be reflected in their behavior however, and, Simi-,

laxly, because someoi1e behaves in a particular manner does

not can we Are observing that person's attitudes (Severy,

1974) . Triandis 97 1 ) states that attitudes "are neither

necessary no sufficient causes of-behavior. They can be ,

cAnsidered 'facilitstive causes.'" Behavior, he continues,

a function of a)'.attitudes, b) norms, c) habits and
d) expectancies about reinforcement. When all four
factors are consistent theretis consistency between
attitudesand behavior,' when the four factors are incon-
sistent, there is'less consistency., (p. 16)

0
Researchers, then, sliOuld be careful in correlating

, .
. .

behavior and attitude.

Attitudes'are'but one aspect of-a behavioral tituatIon.
In a vacuum, one's attitudes would lead directly to
behavioril characteristics of these attitudes. How-

.

ever, we recognize that the social-psychological situ-
, ation (environment.) often impinges upon certain behav-

,f do ot always allow for behavior that would be
ioril co,Traints, limitations, and/or prescriptions
which.
perfectly reflective of a person's attitudes. (Severy,
1974, p. 2)

In measuring
.
a person's attitude in relation to

00°
his/her behavior a researcher is measuring only one stimu-

lus object. (e.g., vocational education). When measuring a

particular behavior, however, there may be many elements

influencing the behavior (prestige, cost, parent's desire,

etc.).

1
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What should be understood imOthes:' attitudes involve
what people thirc about, feel about, and how they would

.'like to" belimme. towiltd an. attitude object. Behavior is
'not only d termiAed by what people wbuld like to do bubo
also by wh t they, think they Obuld dO, .,. . by What

' they have U allludone, 4 a.. and by the expected
of 4b befiavier\. (Triandis, 1971,1 p. 14)

*
. .

Although one could inqt definitely say that those
. i

with a positive attitude toward vocational education, will

.

enroll in vocational education progrp.ms, it migh t'be-possi-
. A

,

ble to argue thatthose with. -a positive attitude would be

more likely to enroll than thqse \iiith. a negatiVeattitude!
, .._.N '

) .$

Disadvantaged 7outh
,

Of the social scientists an educators who have
f \

N 4
described the character of d4adyant d outh, most have

emphasized the conditioni which'foseqr d Ma4nantagement.. .

,.-The disadvantaged havd keen characterized through suet: .

9

.
. .

factors, as the following: poverty, unemployment segre-
.

gation, poor-housing, larg families, reliance dhi welfare,

'inadequate education, and attitudes of hopelessness
, .

1'

1971; Passow, 1968). ,
.. ,

I.
.

.

'. . .

The Baltimore Area Health and Welfare,Council
'1 .

"(1962) describes its disadvantAed as folldws:

Miny do not"understandor are not ;in contact with",
modern- urban living.

Many are partic4antsin'subcultures, the values
4 customs of which are different from urban Middle-
lass values and experienoes.

, 1

Many, particularly children and ybigh, suffer.from.
he disorganizIng impactlo.f mobility, etansiency, and
minority group status.,

Many have educational and cult Ural handicaps aris-
ing 'froM:backgrounds of depriatiOng

Many are members of families with many problems:
,divorced, deserted, unemployed, chronically

1 2

t
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mentally. .1.11,1 retarded,, delinquent.
Many lick motivation or capacity' to cope With their

prohlems'or to improve. their situations.
°Most lack opportunities or mOtivation to become

_ .

responsiblescttizens for the maintenance or improvement
of their.neighborhood oe,comthunity. (p. 3)

.
Simply stated, -the disadvantaged are "those who do not 4fit

:

into the mainstream Of society because of academic,.socill

'and/or edObric backgrounds! (Peck, 1971, p. 1).

The school's viesIpoint of disadvantaged youth ois
-r*

that they "exhibit the most severe schOlastic retardation,

the highest dropout-rate (exceeding 50 per cent) [anal the

.least participation in higher,education.(probably under 5
.

per - cent)" (Passow, 1968, p. 4). In air attempt to describe

the'disadvantaged student, the New York.State Education
._/

Department; Bureau of-Guidance, has developed their following

He has an inadequate self image.
He is one or mpre yeaks behind his age group in

school.'
.

..
.

(

He is frequently tardy, absent, or truant.
He_ is unable to ,communicate adIguately either in

writing di 4n speaking in order toilachieve school
.success. .

He is retarded in reading.
4...He has a lack of knowledge of or feeling for sco

,

ld f olfli f h,
routine. .

He generally performs poorly on tests.
\He appears to be a slow learner or is an -urvier-

achiever.

,
'He is hostile o authority. .

.

He is apathetic orindifferent toward Jthooi.
He fails to do homework assignments regularly.
He has an anti-intellectual attitude.
He, has limited or unrealistic aipirations'and long-

term goals. , .

:He does not participate in extrarcurricular activi-
ties,' with some outstanding exdepticns (frequently in
sports) to the contrary. '

,

His parents often appear disinterested,in school ..

4

11
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, and do ,not come tb school-related function unless sent
for. (Guidance for Educationally Disadvantaged Pupils,
1965,,pp. 3,, 4) , _."

One would tend to believe from the above descrip-
.*

.tions'that.disadvantaged youth can only be portrayed in

'
4

negative terms; this is not true, however. Kemp 0.966),

in,her report The Youth We Haven't Served, pointed Out

thesti characteristics ;or learning of disadvantaged youth:

They'are creative, motivated, and proficient in
areas where their jnterests lie.'

They are capable of working well, and hard on a
specific task or assignment which has a purpose to
them. . . .

They have a capacity for close and loyal personal
relationships. (p. 5)

o
.Educators must keep in mind that all children have positive

.
o r

traits which can and should be nurtured.

Disadvantaged Youth Defined

Like most abstract terms'in the English language,

the term "disadvantaged"/has more than one meaning. Each

agency,' whether federal, state,or local, chooses to:
a

'redefine the term to suit its particular needs. There are

many definitions that illust4ate the usage of the term:
Sk

Educationally deprived children'are children;whose
educatiahal achievement is below that normally expected
of children of their age and grade, including cHildren
who are 'handicapped because of physical, mental, or
emotional impairment. (Jensen, 1978)

Those pehons w have academic, socio-economic,
cultural, or other ndicaps that prevent them from
participating successfully in regular vocational edu-
cation programs and who require specially designed
educational programs or related services. (Wall, 1974,
p. 4)

401 Persons (other than handicapped persons) who have .

14
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academic or economic handicaps and who require special
services and assistance N order to enable them to
succeed in vocational education programs. (Aeluca-
tional Amendments of 1976, PL 94-482)

tiany agencies and individuals choose. operationally
I

,_ _to-define "d*dvaniaged" by providing a list of character-

istics or descriptors: ,

Low-level reading ability. .

Limited forma; vocabulary and poor speech construc-
tion and diction. .

Relative slowness in performing intellectual tasks.
Poor health and poor health habits.
An anti-intellectual attitude.
Indifference tb responsibility.
Non-purposeful experiences of the sort schools

assume most of their students have had with their
families. .4 ./

A failure syndrome resulting from apathy and lack
of self-confidence. (Rethp-,, 1966, p. 6)-

Feck (1971), in discussing what vocational educa-

tors should know about disadvantaged youth, provides the

'following characteristics of these youth:

1. Disadvantaged youth have a better than 50-50'
chance of becoming ;drop-outs" by.the end of the 10th
grade.

2. Disadvantaged students frequently perform sev-
eral years below grade expectancy on verbal tests, but
often demonstrate normal learning potential on non-
verbal tests.

3. Disadvantaged youth are -weak in cognitive,
abstract style of learning. They favor concrete,
stivuluS-bound learning' situations.

.4. Disadvantaged students teed to be dteative and
motivated and dewklop proficiency in areas where their
interests lie. Tow'

5. Disadvantaged students often exhibit abode
'average physical skill.and manipulative abilities.

6. Disadvantaged youth are generally poorly adjusted,
to school, excessively truant, and cut classes fre-

lhquently. (p. 12).
+ a

. The New Jersey Division of Vocational Education

fists the following characteristics:

1

15
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PotentialAtopouts (including' those with chronic
unexcused absence* andVor tardiness).

A 1
Two years below, proper grade_for.age.'
Insufficient_C..i.unicative and/or computational

skills for regular vqcational programs.
Inability to form responsible relations with the

school and/or coMmunity.environmedt.
Other eyidende ot.failurd or factors that prevent

pupils from succee4ing in regular vocational programs:
(Helping Educations] y Disadvantaged Students Through
Vocationar Eduoati 1978; P. 2)

The' following d 'bription:was used to identify edu-
,

cationally disadvantaged youth for this study:

To qualify .as at academicaj.ly-disadvintaged student, it
must be demonstrated that the individual student is not
and will not succeed'in the regular educational program
due to at least one of the following deficiencies:.

,

1. Language Deficiency related to the individual's
inability to communicate verbally witAn his environ-
ment. This deficiencyAay be characterized by students
who have limited voqapularies, poor grammatical skills,

and /or difficulties luN-understandir basic language.
2, Reading _and/er'Writinq Defi iencies are observ-

able in students who demonstrate ay low ability and com-
prehension in reading tasks, or in their ability to
communicgle in writing. Similar to those cases fond ,1
in language deficiene4es, reading and writing skills
are taught to man 4students is A foreign language,
',while others rece remedial help to upgrade, their
reading' and/or ng.skills:

3. Computational Deficiencies are characterized':
by students' who have extreme difficulty workihg with
mathematicaland quantitative problems that are

A
required wittii n a normal edudational program. These
students wi ormallif show a significant lack of com-

- putational skills.andwill not be able to maintain d
degree of ac ptable,progress. .

,

4. Genera EdUtational Deficiencies are related to
problems that re more'difficult to categorize under
dne or more of \tWabove deficiencies. Typical of
the traits found in students'under this sub - category
are low adhieveMent scores, poor attendance records,
dropout r,potential,dropout, no conception of educa-
tional proceduresprnrequirements for educational
spccess, or a lack of parental support: ("The Special
Needs Learner in SndUstrial Arts Program," 197p,,
pp. 7-8)

(

a



Disadvantaged Youth and Vocational
Xducati.on Legislation

Vocational education developed (1917-1963): without 9

specific mention -of the need tdNiperve the eduCatiorsally

disadvantaged. It was not until the Manpower Development

apd Triining Act of 1962 add a report of a Panel of Con-
s

sultants,on vocational education stated that vocation al

educatictnjvas insensitive to labor tharket changes that the

purpose of vocational eduqation was reevaluated. The

Declaration of Purpose of the Vocational Educa ion Act

of 1863 said, in part, thatit was the responsibility of

divAtional education to de velop new Rrograms and serve

those with special,educati onal handicaps' (TT, 887210).

The Vocational Edudation Act' of 1963, for theirst

time in the history of education, allocated federal funds
ft,

(10% of the basic grant) for research and demonstration

that specifically emphasized the needs of the

handicapped andiodisadvantaged (PL 88-210). The expenditure

was not mandatory and less than 3% of Ate ponies were

actually exPended/these programs (Sikorski

1996, p. 12). The turmoil of the mid-sixties crealted an
y

, awareness among legislators that, minorities and lour- income

people colld no longer be ignored -(Lockette & Davenpit,

. 1971). Congress, in-an effort to require states to follow

its1963 recommendation, in 1968' mandated a 15% set-aside

of vocational education-monies to be spent on programs for

disadvantaged persons. It wad the Intent of Congress to

4
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enroll the' disadvantaged in regular vocational education

programs, modified if necessary rather than establish a.

dua01 system'(Lockette-& Davenport, 1971). A. loophole in

the law allowed states to fund programs for the disadvan-

I

taged entirely with federal fund ithout state matching

,'.funds, thereby lessening.the impact such programs couldi
J

. .

have had. A states expended less for special needs-
,

, pertons,.on the average, than on vocational educationipro-"
. grams-in.general.(Sikorski et al. 1976, pp. 13, 14). In

1976, the Congress again recognized the needs of disadvan-

tagl-kstudents by mandating in the Educational Amendments.

of 1976 that 20%.olf:each State's allotment . . be used

, to pay 50 per centum of the cost of vocational education

for ilsadvintaged persons" (PL 94-412). It may be noted

that the words read 50 per centum of the cost," indicating

that Congress may have learned from past mistakes.

The need to provide vocational educatiOn programs
/

fbr the disadvantaged has been recognized in vocational

education-legisla,iionsince 1963. Modest beginnings have

led to a 20% set-aside is 1978. Money, however,.is not

enough, also necessary is the nurturing of an attitudethat

will allow' disadvantaged youth 'to consider vocational edu-
,

cation as a Viable alternative to other high school

fprotrams

-4
AttitudetToward Vocational Education

Although many authors have addressed thessue of

a need for improved vocational education to

18
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attract and hold the disadvaritaged, very little research is

available which might attempt to explain why present pro-'

grams are unattractive to them (Black,, 1976; Phillips,

1976; Sikorski et al.; 1976; Weisman, 197,6). Researchers

have not addressed the attitudes of disadvantaged youth

towardvocational education in any great number. The
k

studiei that are available are generally,. dawn from Job

Corps or similar training programs and not vocational edU-

cation, and most studies focAs,on the students' career .

aspirations and/or attitudes toward work rather than the

students' perceptions of the education or training pilbgram

(Sikorski et al., 1976)..
/

It would seem reasonable that' if one Are to, find

.disadvantaged youth in gh- quality programs, that theie

programs would serve to pioduce positive attitudes among

these youth. A 1968 analysis.o4'200' secondary vocational

programs for minority disadvantaged youth could not iden-

tify one progiam as truly exemplaf§., Where quality pro-
P

grams were found, they served small and homogenebus popula-

tiOes (Sikorski et al., 1976). A similar national study,

conducted by the MassachusettsoState Board (1969), also
2

found 2O exemplary programs for disadvantag d youth. .,'

Davenport and Petty (1978), in ih r distussion of

why minority disadvitntaged youth do not participate in 4 .

vocational educations, stake that "members
A

of minorityOW

groups tend.to view vocational training as inferior vio

academic education"(p. 1). Davenport and Petty fecognize'

19
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the value.of voCaLonaleduatiOn and feel that,vdcatiorial,

edtCation,can impiove.tA lack of secondary education in

the'Biack,communitv, the income disparity between Blacks

and Whiiet ($i,279 to $X04236.in 1970);,reduce the unem-

ploytent rate.Ar Blacks, which is consistently twice that
.4

of:ftiteerand.reduce the high concentration of Black males

in service, labor; and farm ocatapation.

Sikorski et al. (1976) report that the failure of

4
researcheis to con ider the perceptions ofthe'intended

recipients of voc ional education has caused them, at
r ic

times, to misapply the results. of research: Un 'I very%

recent111:the approich to serving the disadvan ged has ,

been one of pouring fundi into the programs without measur-

ing the effectivenesd of these programs and, the views of

the students or their parent's regarding. them.- This-is true

even though research byTrent and Medsker (1968) has indi-

cated that education of parents (i.e. -, making them aware of

programs available) and encouragement.-on. their part is a

more important factor than money in deterMining whether

tstUdents enter a articular program pf study.

Vocational education has long suffered from a

second-rate label. Shelclon (1970) states that:

Vocational, technical, or ocetpational educaion is
on the bottom rung of 'the status ladderas judged by
very significant population on'our campus: students,
faculty, admirlistration and parents., '(p.18)

Dobrovolony (1970) comments that':

Too often parents and high schoo.1 personnel feel .that
r.

20 .
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technical education is lok someone-else's ctithren or

gor studentavat another school. The deverdipment of
this attitude during the last 40 years hai been pre-

',dicated upon the assumption that the on)y wiqt,:to

becohe successful in the affluent society %d to
obtain a bachelor 'of arts or science degre.
(pp. TE6-TE8)

These sentimentd are echoed by Phillips (19761 who dis-

cusses-the
,e.

cusses-the influence of this value system:. !There is still
"

present in the Ane ;ican educational value system which

relates quality to sophistication and elevatep academic'

skills above applied skilks" (p. 24). Divine 11973) iden

tifieitwo American'values as being the reason for the

absence of 4tatus and prestige for.vbcationateducation.

The first is the idealistic attempt to prevent class dis-

tinctions within society, and the second is the status of

the college degree as a sign of social achievement and

ditstinctidh.

Black (1976), in a study that attempted to deter-

mine educational and school-related attitudes of Black

'inner-city jUnior/Agh school youth and to. compare these

attitudes k3 their White counterpart, found'no significant

difference in Aititdde. He concludes thatvocational edu-

cation does not suffer from poor,public image:in the socio-

economic levels studied.

Rothenberg J1972) four that there was no signifi-

cant relationship between parents' attitudes toward voca-

tional education and their children's attitudes toward

vocational education. He also found that students who

plan to attend a four-year college or university have

21
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significantly less favorable attitudes toward vocational

education than do ptudents who pursue other educational

endeavors' following nigh school.

Brown (1976), in'determininethe attitudes of SlAck

and non-BlaoiC-4nth- and twegth-grade vocational and non-
,

(- vocational education students toward vocational education,

found ttlat.race Iiipd no significant, relationship in deter-

iining students', attitudes. Curriculuai and grade'level did

,seemsto be dominant,Iactors, with al?2, students displaying

(7- more positive, attitudes toward vocational education than

the nonvocational education curriculum.

In a study by Sims (1972), Which surveyed 219 Black

:parents, three-quarters of the parents said that a univer-

sity educaticin could best prepare their children with the

knowledge and skills necessary for the future. Most of the

Lparents were hoping their children will enter the profes-
..

sions or jobs that require high levels of skills (96% of

the parents surveyed wanted _their' children to go to col-

lege). The Black parents surveyed viewed nonvocational

education more favorably than vocational education.

dilliland (1967) found educators had themost

favorable attitudes toward-vocational edudation, parental

attitudes were slightly lees favorable,' and student atti-.

tudes were least favorable..

A survey of attitudes toward vocational education

held-by school alainistrators and bpards of education in

West Virginia revealed that:
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(1) In spite of the apparent suppfiflt of vocational
indictededucation, the respondents indicted at they did not

feel. present vocational programs were effectively pre-
paring students for, today's world of work.

(2) Respondents reported that they did not feel
their respective counties were providing a wide enough
variety 6f vocational edUcation prOgrams to meet the

' diverse interest, abilit*es, and needs of students not
going to college. I(

(3) A lack of suffidient money for support of voca-
tional education was identified as_the major reason why
there was hot'more vocational education in public

'schools, and
,(4) The respondents felt the cost of vocational .

education could be justified in terms of the numbers of
persons it made useful members of society. (Divita,
1968)

Barlow (1963) cites that even though vocational

educa'tion enrollments-for all segments of the population

had increased by the middle of the 20th. century, many stu-

dentsdents were still denied access to vocational education

because of subject utter prejudices of school teachers

and administrators and to a greater extent by unrealistic

parental attitudes.

In an exiiensivi review of the literature The Par-
.

r

ticipation,d1 Minorities in. liociAional Education, Manpowr

and Career-diented Programs: Special Focus on Black

Americans, Sheppard, ior)Es, and Jones (1977) draw these

conclusions:

Generally, it appears that the government has had
some involimment with disadvantaged vocational training
programs; however,lmany of the programs were instituted
and discontinued in the 1960's.

Black youth are generalIy"perceived .to have a nega-
tive attitude toward most vocational occupations.
(p...a25)

And one of its major recommendations includes':

Programs mudt be initiated or strategies be devised

23
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whereby black students, especially males, would come
to perceive "blue'collar" work as having more "worth.
and dignity" than they '1.5y 01have. (p. 26

&Sikorski et al. (19*, in their review of atti-
,

tudes of disadvantaged youth toward vocational education,

.point out'a Problem many Black youth 'may have in selecting

vocational education programs:

1146e'history of vocational educationfor minority
and low income people highlights a 4chotomy that is
found in almost all the literature on vocational edu-
cation and minorities, that between the need to pro-
vide Blacks and other ethnic minorities: with job skills
and the suspicion directed toward vocational programs
designed specifically for minorities. The historical
data shows this controversy, especially within the
Black community, in the earliest history of vocational,
education. 'Further, it shows that the critics'- sus-
picions and charges are, at least hiyorically, justi-
fied. (p. 24)

.

In a study that compared disadvantaged youth in vocational

and nonvocational programs, Handley" (1977) showed thaedis-

advantaged youth` in vocational programs exhibited more

positive concepts of themselvei, more maturely developed
A

attitude's about career choices, and more intrinsically

:motivated work values than disadirentagedi youth in regular'

school curricula. The students in the vocational progralp,

displayed "attitudes characterized by more in' olvement with

the career choice process, more positive orients n to

work and more independence in decision making" (p.

The disadvantaI ged jittidents from the vocational classed
v--

-scored statistically significantly higher than the non-

vocttional group in-the following:

Intellectual stimulation as a work value
Independence as a.work value

"111
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Career maturity valqes _-

Attitudes:toward self as a student .

Student perceptions of teachers, and
.Achievement as.a work value. (p. 11)

41.

Handley (19771 summarizes by stating:

The pattern of attitudes and work val 'Ues which
.emerged indicated that the disadvantaged youth enrolled
in vocational education.curriCula ware more motivated
by the,ehallenge,,Jndependence and achievement of

future work. They also felt better about'themselves
as itudents., about teachers and about schools in
general. 11)

Sikorski et al. (1976) reviewed studies of occupational

attitudes, aspirations, ((rid satisfactions and studies of

job-training programs and observations of vocational and

career education programs. They drew the llowing con-'

clusions:

Perceptions of the target audience toward vocational
edbcation may be a function of: 1) its effectiveness
in producing tangible results; 21"its interpersonal
sensitivity; 3)-its public image; and 4) its rele-
vance to their occupational goals and needs. (p. 18)

,Two studies that questioned vocational educators

and administrators'concerning reasons why disadvantaged

youth do not lo11 in vocational programs listed student

attitudes toward vocational education as one of the main.
barriers (Parsond et al., 1975;4 Simcoe,'19794. 136th

reports specifically recommended future research was needed

to determine the relationship of what, vocaiional.educators

said to what students' actual attitudes were.

In Education and the Disadvantaged American, the

National Association of...Educational Policies Commission

(1962): describes the value of vocational education for the
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disadvantaged in the following Wannei":

A stronger program of vocational education can serve
several important.purposes. Opportunities to learn
job skills are relatively easy for the pupil to value.
They can increase his interest in school. They can
help him to consider himself a useful and respected
perdlon. They can develop the 4nitiative andsense of
responsibilitythat are basic to preparation for col-
lege as well as for new jobs. (p. 18)

\Summary and Conclusions

The major concern of\this review of the literature

has been to accent the variables pertinent to the problem

of this study. The important concepts that have been

emphasized,throughdut this discussion have been as follows:

1. Thatattitudes are learned, predispositions to
7

respond toward attitude objects, and that these, attitudes

because they are learned are subject to change..

2. That even though'the relationship between atti -'

tude and behavior may not be causative it may be facilita-

tive.

3. That disadvantaged youth, by nature of their

disadvantagement may have attitudes which do not allow

them to consider vocational education a a viable alterna-

tive to. the other high school programst
.

4. That knowing the magnitude and direction of
7,

A'
attitudes can kg0 the first step in nurturing positive

attitudes toward vocational education.

5. That the limited research concerning attitudes

0 disadvantaged youth. toward vocational education'is not'

concldsive enough to determine if it is their attitudes

26
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which may be preventing them from enrolling in the

program.
.
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